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Abstract: How to look at the teaching of applied linguistics in our country from the perspective of applied linguistics is the concern of many researchers. Since the 21st century, China has studied applied linguistics, mainly in the basic connotation and application value, comparative research is very few. This thesis focuses on the study of applied linguistics in the field of English applied linguistics in China.

1. Introduction

In recent years, China's social market economy has shown a rapid development trend, applied linguistics has become a hot research, in China's research has made many achievements. From the 1950s to the 1970s, applied linguistics has actually become a professional research field, mainly studying language teaching practice and language learning and testing. With the study of applied linguistics in China and sub-Azhan, there are more and more fields involved, and the content involved is very much. From the perspective of applied linguistics, this paper looks at the teaching problems of English applied language in China, and puts forward some insights with reference significance. (Figure 1: Universal English Language)
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2. Basic Connotation of Applied Linguistics

Many researchers believe that applied linguistics is a multidisciplinary methodology that solves language-related problems from the point of view of stevens. Other scholars believe that the so-called applied linguistics is not actually a mere reference to the field of English linguistics, but a general reference to all areas of study related to language. According to the investigation, the research on the essence of applied linguistics needs to conform to the following basic premise: first, applied linguistics is actually a process, mainly to explore the knowledge in depth, it is a feasible research activity, from which it can fly the research results, at the same time, applied linguistics is related to other disciplines to a certain extent; second, the essence of applied linguistics is applied linguistics, which can be used to study linguistics, but there are other related knowledge of other subjects that will influence applied linguistics to a certain extent. Third, there is a different degree of correlation between the content of any subject and applied linguistics, which needs to be determined by the subject in the study, the concrete analysis of the specific problems, to get rid of
the blindness problems in the study. Fourth, the essence of applied linguistics is not a single subject, but a multidisciplinary, in-depth study of this technology, we can realize that applied linguistics can be applied in many fields of human activity. Fifth, the main research field of applied linguistics is very extensive, the goal to be achieved is to find out the targeted measures to solve language related problems. Sixth, linguists in the process of research, not only to assume professional responsibility, but also to assume a sense of social responsibility. On this basis, linguists should effectively use their knowledge to serve human beings, improve their service ability and service level, and make a little contribution to the deepening development of society and the continuous progress in the field of education.

In addition, relevant professionals also found that there are a variety of subjects in linguistic research, including psycholinguistics, linguistics, lexicology, mathematics, literature, sociolinguistics and literary criticism, and so on. In the process of information transmission and storage, neuroscience also plays an important role, public administration, toponymic research has also been designed, which also covers semantics and semiotics, the use of artificial intelligence technology can improve professional research ability, at the same time, the research of this subject is also closely related to philosophy. Obviously, the subjects that can be used for language research activities are variable, involving many subjects, and the flexibility of knowledge can be seen [1].

3. Applied Linguistics

The relationship between the various disciplines and applied linguistics is the same as that between physics, chemistry, and engineering. According to the results obtained from the professional survey, the field of applied linguistics research is very wide, so it shows a trend of diversity and gradually forms a multi-cultural integration situation, which covers the licensing of language teaching, language communication, language policy and planning, professional language and so on.

3.1. Research in Applied Linguistics Chinese Language Teaching

According to the investigation, applied linguistics plays an irreplaceable role in language teaching. It is the necessary premise and foundation to ensure the quality and efficiency of Chinese teaching, and its importance is well known. However, in such a teaching environment, there are obvious differences between applied linguistics and foreign language teaching. There are still a few applied linguists who have no deep understanding of linguistics. It is not how Tao can combine the existing knowledge scientifically and reasonably to study this problem, it is not how Tao innovates in foreign language teaching, which has become a major concern of many Chinese linguists since the 21st century. The conclusion obtained through deep practice can prove that the answer to this question is related to the teaching methodology, linguistics and psychology of applied linguistics. At this stage, some research experts generally think that applied linguistics plays a fundamental role in promoting the development of language teaching, especially in the theoretical level, but it does not mean an important way for the development of applied linguistics teaching.

3.2. Research in Applied Linguistics Chinese Language Policy and Planning

At present, it is gradually recognized by international agencies that linguistics is directly related to population migration, but also influenced by political independence, ethnic riots and so on, especially by events such as refugee flows, from which it can be seen that linguistic studies are closely related to sociology, linguistics and psychology. Applied linguistics can solve the problem of language, the main purpose of such a professional group of linguistic research is to avoid undesirable phenomena, so-called language policies and plans should not be limited to the language of countries and regions, but should continue to expand, should look at linguistic issues from the perspective of development, and establish a correlation between language policy and planning and economic benefits. On this basis, Australia and New Zealand have introduced relevant language policies, namely, to take effective measures to innovate linguistics and make local language teaching innovative [2]. According to the survey, English is a tool of social nature and has
economic value. It is necessary to carry out the teaching of English applied linguistics. (Figure 2: English Linguistics Research Materials)

3.3. Research in Applied Linguistics Chinese Language Communication

With the continuous development of language research, it is gradually recognized that the development of communication technology is closely related to linguistics. For example, British machine translation researchers will have some language problems to answer when they do research, requiring language experts to answer them from a professional perspective. In addition, research on the aspects of telephone communications engineers that make it possible for telephone lines to transmit more conversations has become a key issue, which cannot be separated from the assistance of professional linguists. Linguists can help communication engineers master multiple related forces at the same time, such as electrical engineering information power, electronic engineering theory, and knowledge of language pronunciation and acoustics. At present, applied linguists can participate in the study of communication technology from the perspective of linguistics and give full play to their own value. They can participate in many research projects, including automatic language synthesis, artificial intelligence, automatic translation, man-machine dialogue and automatic speech recognition [3]. (Figure 3: English Language Communication Studies)

4. Deep Reflections on the Teaching of Applied Linguistics in English in China

According to the relevant data, in the 1980s, some foreign language departments in China opened applied linguistics major. Undergraduate and graduate majors aim to provide excellent university foreign language teachers in China for English language teaching. Obviously, the major can also achieve this purpose. However, some schools with development vision focus on the undergraduates of science and engineering when recruiting students, which can train the complex talents who can master English and computer technology for our country. In the 1980s and 1990s, some English teachers in our country began to realize the use value of computers and cooperate with some computer experts to develop and study the Chinese-English, English-Chinese automatic translation system. With the deepening of the practice of language research, this research topic has
gradually achieved certain results. With the passage of time, the theoretical knowledge of English teaching in China is more comprehensive, the basic strength is more solid, and a relatively mature language research methodology has been formed in practice. On this basis, the Chinese-English, English-Chinese automatic translation system has been continuously upgraded in technology, realizing the transformation from quantitative to qualitative change, and improving the level of English commercialization.

In the study of applied linguistics and English applied linguistics, most foreign language departments in China use foreign language knowledge flexibly and find the intersection between English applied linguistics and the actual development of society, thus promoting the further development of English teaching in China [4]. However, there is no perfect thing, any research is flawed. At present, the research work of applied English subject in our country is not comprehensive enough, there are limitations, so it is necessary to improve continuously.

5. Conclusion

Through the above research, it can be clear that the characteristics of applied linguistics are multidisciplinary. The study of applied linguistics in China has always been based on English. English is an international language, however, this does not mean that we can only focus on English applied linguistics The Research Work, we can also be combined with the existing English application theory Targeting Chinese Applied Linguistics and English linguistics research, more valuable results can be obtained.
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